
 

Winter 
Complete one Green activity from each 
of the areas everyday. 

Complete just 1 Red activity from any 
of the areas each day. 

Understanding the World 

G—Look out of a window in your home, what 
signs of winter can you see? Try a different 
window each day, can you see different signs 
of winter? Take a photo of what you see  to 
show me on Seesaw. 

R—Talk to someone in your home about what 
clothes we wear in winter. Can you dress up 
for a wintery day and send me a picture on 
seesaw?  Could you find a hat, gloves, scarf, 
coat and boots to wear? 

Literacy 

G—Practise writing some of the letters 
in your name. Can you take a photo or 
write them on Seesaw for us? 

 

R—Practise writing your numbers to 5.  
Watch the Ten Town videos I have 
posted on Seesaw to help you             
remember the correct formation. 

Maths 

G—Practise counting out loud to at 
least 10 . Can you count in a loud voice 
or a quiet voice or a funny voice. Post a 
video on Seesaw for us to watch. 

R—Draw a scarf to wear in winter. Can 
you colour or make a pattern on the 
scarf?  We can’t wait to see all the  
different patterns everyone makes. 

Personal, Social, Emotional  

Development 

G—Talk to someone in your family about 
how you feel today and why. 

R—Play a turn taking game with someone 
in your family. Let me know on Seesaw 
what game you played and who won. 

Expressive Arts and Design 

G — Sing a favourite song or make up 
your own. 

R—Draw, paint, colour or create on  
Seesaw a winter picture. It could be a 
snowman or a tree with no leaves,    
whatever you want to choose. 

Communication Language 

G—Talk to someone in your family about 
what signs of winter you see when you look 
out of your window. Are there any leaves on 
the trees, is there any frost on the ground, 
what does the sky look like? 

R— Read or make up a wintery story with 
someone in your family. 

Physical Development 

G—Show your family how grown up and     
independent you are now you’re in Nursery 
by getting yourself dressed in the morning . 
Challenge yourself to get undressed all by 
yourself at bedtime too. 

R— Make a paper snowflake. 

Fold a circle of paper into a triangle and 
make snips with your scissors along the   
edges, Open up your snowflake to reveal the 
beautiful pattern you have made. 

Look out for the video on Seesaw of  me 
making a snowflake if you’re not sure what 
to do. 


